Conference Theme & Call for registration and Abstract submission

DNA Day 2018
“21st Century: Era of Biotechnology - Linking with Society”
Since a thousand years, people are using biotechnology knowingly or unknowingly in agriculture,
environment, and medicine and food production. The remarkable change on biotechnology came about
after Watson and Crick discovered the double helical DNA model on 25th April 1953. The Human Genome
Project was also completed in April 2003. After these breakthroughs, biotechnology and biological
sciences entered a new era and progressed immensely to reach out for the global problems of today's
world such as energy crisis, food crisis, global warming, unknown diseases and much more. But the
majority of the people are unaware of biotechnology and its application to the human life.
The Biotechnology Society of Nepal (BSN) is organizing a two-day program to celebrate the World DNA
Day 2018 with an objective to aware the nation about life sciences and its impact, hand by hand with the
concern partners and social organizations. The celebration will include the audio-visual presentation of
experts, scientists and policy makers, scientific march, Award distribution to the Glorious contributors of
the scientific community and the winning participants in various events - DNA model and art competition,
Essay Competition, and presenters. A part of the program, the DNA Day 2018 conference is categorized
as
Theme A: Plant and Agricultural Bioscience
Theme B: Food and Industrial Bioscience
Theme C: Medical and pharmaceutical Bioscience
Theme D: Environmental and Conservation Bioscience
S.N

National

International

1. B helix category

1000

10$

2. Z helix category

500

5$

B helix category
This category includes the complete package of participation in 4 sessions of the conference. The
participant shall be awarded certificate, conference kit and lunch. The participant can freely
participate in all the events such as essay competition, stall exhibitor as well.*excludes unconference
participation.
Z Helix category
This category includes the package of participation in 4 sessions of the conference. The participant
shall be awarded certificate and conference kit. The participant can freely participate in all the events
such as essay competition, stall exhibitor as well. *excludes unconference participation.
Join us
- To aware the government and policy makers
- To share your knowledge, expertise, and experience
- To participate in biggest scientific march
- To know, understand, and collaborate with researchers, entrepreneurs, and scientists
- To show your creativity on arts, essay and DNA model and win prize
- To participate in social activities such as blood donation

Program venue
- Nepal Academy of Science and Technology (NAST), Khumaltar, Lalitpur
Date
- 24th and 25th April, 2018
Awards

Best poster: Top three will be awarded
Best oral: Top three will be awarded
Please send your abstract (oral and/or poster) at dnadaybsn@gmail.com
Contact: info@bsn.org.np, bioson01@gmail.com
+977-9841585197, +977-9849051176, +977-9860204183, +977-9849178890
PS: For poster and oral presentation, certificates will be provided to all the paid participants from the
group. While if any group win the prize then only first author will get certificate.
50% and 25% off for BSN lifetime member and annual member respectively.

